No. CBSE/CE/Result Tabulation-XII/2021

To
The Principal/Head of Institutions,
Schools affiliated to CBSE.
(through CBSE website)

Subject: Extension of last date for verification of Class-X data and launching of class-XI data uploading facility for Class-XII Examinations 2021 - Regarding

This is in continuation of POLICY FOR TABULATION OF MARKS FOR CLASS XII BOARD EXAMINATION 2021 dated 17/06/2021.
The schools may note the following:

1 EXTENSION OF LAST DATE FOR VERIFICATION OF CLASS-X DATA

The last date for verification of class-X Roll Number, Board and Year of Passing was given as 24/06/2021 on the “Comprehensive Result Tabulation Portal for Class-XII”. Considering the requests received from various schools and looking into the difficulties faced by the schools in pandemic times, the last date for completing this activity has been extended up-to 5:00 pm on 28/06/2021 (Monday).

It may be noted that no further extension will be done for this activity and the schools shall complete this activity as early as possible without waiting for the last date as CBSE has to obtain the results of these students and provide to the schools for result preparations.

2 COMMENCEMENT OF CLASS-XI DATA UPLOAD FACILITY

The online facility for entry and upload of class-XI marks will start with effect from 25/06/2021 (After 2.00PM).

All schools may note for strict compliance.

(SIGNATURE)
DR. SANYAM BHARDWAJ
CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS

Copy to Web Admin for uploading on Board's Website